
Models of Beliefs for Boundedly Rational AgentsMikaël CoziIHPST (Paris I/CNRS/ENS Ulm), GREGHEC (CNRS/HEC) & DEC (ENS Ulm)mikael.ozi�ens.frhttp://mikael.ozi.free.frAbstratIn this tutorial, I will deal with the issue of ognitive idealizations in mainstream doxastimodels. There are two main kinds of ognitive idealization in these models : logial omni-siene and full awareness. The �rst part of the tutorial (Tutorial 1) is devoted to logialomnisiene ; the seond part (Tutorial 2), is devoted to full awareness. My broad aim is todefend the so-alled impossible states (or impossible worlds) approah pioneered by Hintikka(1975) as a unifying way to weaken these ognitive idealizations. I intend this Tutorial to bea sort of plea for impossible states.Keywords : logial omnisiene, unawareness, epistemi logi, probabilisti logi, boundedrationality.1 Tutorial 1 : Logial Omnisiene1.1 IntrodutionLet's imagine an agent that ould solve any stohasti deision proess, whatever the numberof periods, states and alternatives may be ; that ould �nd a Nash Equilibrium in any �nitegame, whatever the number of players and strategies may be ; more generally, that wouldhave a perfet mathematial knowledge and, still more generally, whih would all the logialonsequenes of his or her beliefs. By de�nition, this agent would be desribed as logiallyomnisient.For sure, logial omnisiene is an highly unrealisti hypothesis from the psyhologialpoint of view. Yet, this is the ognitive situation of agents in the main urrent doxastimodels, i.e. models of beliefs. The issue has been raised a long time ago in epistemi logi(Hintikka (1975), see the reent survey in Fagin, Halpern, Moses & Vardi (1995)), whih is thelassial model of full beliefs. In partiular, it has been reognized that logial omnisiene isone of the most uneliminable ognitive idealizations, beause it is an immediate onsequeneof the ore priniple of the modelling : the representation of beliefs by a spae of possiblestates.My ultimate motivation for studying ognitive idealization lies in rational hoie theory.What is the relevane for rational hoie theory ? A standard deision model has threefundamental building bloks :1. a model of beliefs, or doxasti model ;2. a model of desires, or axiologial model, and3. a riterion of hoie, whih, given beliefs and desires, selets the "appropriate" ationsIn hoie under unertainty, the lassial model assumes that the doxasti model is aprobability distribution on a state spae, the axiologial model a utility funtion on a setof onsequenes and the riterion is the maximization of expeted utility. In this ase, thedoxasti model is a model of partial beliefs. But there are hoie models whih are built on1



a model of full beliefs: this is the ase of models like maximax or minimax (Lue & Rai�a(1985), hap.13) where one assumes that the agent takes into aount the subset of possiblestates that is ompatible with his or her beliefs.The point is that, in both ases, the hoie model inherits the ognitive idealizations of thedoxasti model. Consequently, the hoie model is ognitively at least as unrealisti as thedoxasti model upon whih it is based. Indeed, a hoie model is stritly more unrealisti thanits doxasti model sine it assumes furthermore the axiologial model and the implementationof the hoie riterion. Hene, one of the main soures of ognitive idealization in hoie modelsis the logial omnisiene of their doxasti model ; the weakening of logial omnisiene ina deision-theoreti ontext is therefore one of the main way to build more realisti hoiemodels, i.e. to ahieve bounded rationality.Surprisingly, whereas there has been extensive work on logial omnisiene in epistemilogi, there has been very few attempts to investigate the extension of the putative solutionsto the probabilisti representation of beliefs (probabilisti ase) and to models of deisionmaking (deision-theoreti ase)1.The aim of Tutorial 1 is to make some progress in �lling this gap. Our method is thefollowing one: given that a huge number of (putative) solutions to logial omnisiene havebeen proposed in epistemi logi, we won't start from srath, but we will onsider extensionsof the main urrent solutions. Our main laim is that the solution that we will all the"non-standard strutures" onstitute the best andidate to this extension.The remainder of Tutorial 1 proeeds as follows. In setion 1, the problem of logialomnisiene and its most popular solutions are brie�y realled. Then, it shall be arguedthat, among these solutions, non-standard strutures are the best basis for an extension toprobabilisti and deision-theoreti ases. Setion 2 is devoted to the probabilisti ase andstates our main result: an axiomatization for non-standard expliit probabilisti strutures.In setion 3, we disuss the extension to the deision-theoreti ase.1.2 Logial omnisiene in epistemi logi1.2.1 Epistemi logiProblems and propositions related to logial omnisiene are best expressed in a logial frame-work, usually alled "epistemi logi" (see Fagin et al. (1995) for an extensive tehnial surveyand Stalnaker (1991), reprinted in Stalnaker (1998) for an illuminating philosophial disus-sion), whih is nothing but a partiular interpretation of modal logi. Here is a brief reviewof the lassial model: Kripke strutures.First, we have to de�ne the language of propositional epistemi logi. The only di�erenewith the language of propositional logi is that this language ontains a doxasti operator B: Bφ is intended to mean "the agent believes that φ ".De�nition 1The set of formulas of an epistemi propositional language LB(At) based on a set At ofpropositional variables Form(LB(At)), is de�ned by
φ ::= p|¬φ|φ ∨ ψ|Bφ2The interpretation of the formulas is given by the famous Kripke strutures :De�nition 2Let LB(At) an epistemi propositional language ; aKripke struture for LB(At) is a 3-tuple

M = (S, π,R) where(i) S is a state spae,(ii) π : At× S → {0, 1} is a valuation(iii) R ⊆ S × S is an aessibility relation 2
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Figure 1: Kripke struturesIntuitively, the aessibility relation assoiates to every state the states that the agentonsiders possible given his or her beliefs. π assoiates to every atomi formula, in everystate, a truth value ; it is extended in a anonial way to every formula by the satisfationrelation.De�nition 3The satisfation relation, labelled �, extends π to every formula of the language aordingto the following onditions :(i) M, s � p i� π(p, s) = 1(ii) M, s � φ ∧ ψ i� M, s � φ and M, s � ψ(iii) M, s � φ ∨ ψ i� M, s � φ or M, s � ψ(iv) M, s � ¬φ i� M, s 2 φ(v) M, s � Bφ i� ∀s′ s.t. sRs′, M, s′ � φThe spei� doxasti ondition ontains what might be alled the possible-state analysisof belief. It means that an agent believes that φ if, in all the states that (aording to himor her) ould be the atual state, φ is true : to believe something is to exlude that it ouldbe false. Conversely, an agent doesn't believe φ if, in some of the states that ould be theatual state, φ is false : not to believe is to onsider that it ould be false. This priniple willbe signi�ant in the disussions below.Example 1
S = {s1, s2, s3, s4} ; p ("it's sunny") is true in s1 and s2, q ("it's windy") in s1 and s4.Suppose that s1 is the atual state and that in this state the agent believes that p is truebut does not know if q is true. Figure 1 represents this situation, omitting the aessibilityrelation in the non-atual states.De�nition 4Let M be a Kripke struture ; in M, the set of states where φ is true, or the propositionexpressed by φ, or the informational ontent of φ, is noted [[ϕ]]M = {s : M, s � ϕ}.To formulate logial omnisiene, we need lastly to de�ne the following semantial relationsbetween formulas. 3



De�nition 5
φ M-implies ψ if [[φ]]M ⊆ [[ψ]]M. φ and ψ are M-equivalent if [[φ]]M = [[ψ]]MThere are several forms of logial omnisiene (see Fagin et al. (1995)) ; the next proposi-tion shows that two of them, dedutive monotony and intensionality, hold in Kripke strutures:Proposition 1Let M be a Kripke struture and φ, ψ ∈ LB(At) ;(i) Dedutive monotony : if φ M-implies ψ, then Bφ M-implies Bψ(ii) Intensionality : if φ and ψ are M-equivalent, then Bφ and Bψ are M-equivalentBoth properties are obvious theorems in the axiom systemK, whih is sound and ompletefor Kripke strutures : System K(PROP) Instanes of propositional tautologies(MP) From φ and φ→ ψ infer ψ(K) Bφ ∧B(φ→ ψ) → Bψ(RN) From φ, infer Bφ1.2.2 Three solutions to logial omnisieneA huge number of solutions have been proposed to weaken logial omnisiene, and arguablyno onsensus has been reahed (see Fagin et al. (1995))3. We identify three main solutionsto logial omnisiene, whih are our three andidates to an extension to the probabilisti ordeision-theoreti ase. There is probably some arbitrariness in this seletion, but they areamong the most used, natural and powerful existing solutions.1.2.3 Neighborhood struturesThe "neighborhood strutures", sometimes alled "Montague-Sott strutures" are our �rstandidate. The basi idea is to make expliit the propositions that the agent believes ; theneighborhood system of an agent at a given state is preisely the set of propositions that theagent believes.De�nition 6A neighborhood struture is a 3-tuple M = (S, π, V ) where(i) S is a state spae,(ii) π : At× S → {0, 1} is a valuation,(iii) V : S → ℘(℘(S)), alled the agent's neighborhood system, assoiates to everystate a set of propositions.The onditions on the satisfation relation are the same, exept for the doxasti operator :

M, s � Bφ i� [[φ]]M ∈ V (s)It's easy to hek that dedutive monotony is invalidated by neighborhood strutures, asshown by the following example. 4
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Figure 2: Neighborhood strutures.Example 2Let's onsider the �rst example and replae the aessibility relation by a neighborhood system; V (s1) ontains {s1, s2} but not {s1, s2, s3}. Then, in s1, Bp is true but not B(p ∨ q). Thisis represented in Figure 24.As expeted, one an regain dedutive monotony by losing the neighborhood systemsunder supersets. Nonetheless, the axiomatization presented below makes lear that the powerof neighborhood system is limited: intensionality annot be weakened.System E (Chellas, 1980)(PROP) Instanes of propositional tautologies(MP) From φ and φ→ ψ infer ψ(RE) From φ↔ ψ infer Bφ↔ Bψ1.2.4 Awareness © struturesThe seond solution, due to J. Halpern and R. Fagin (Fagin & Halpern (1988)5) , are the�awareness © strutures". The basi idea is to put a syntatial �lter on the agent's beliefs.The term �awareness" suggests that this an be interpreted as re�eting the agent's awarenessstate (see Tutorial 2), but other interpretations are oneivable as well.De�nition 7An awareness © struture is a 4-tuple (S, π,R,A) where(i) S is a state spae,(ii) π : At× S → {0, 1} is a valuation,(iii) R ⊆ S × S is an aessibility relation,(iv) A : S → Form(LB(At)) is a funtion whih maps every state in a set of formulas(�awareness © set").The new ondition on the satisfation relation is the following:
M, s � Bφ i� ∀s′ s.t. sRs′, s′ ∈ [[φ]]M and φ ∈ A(s)5
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Figure 3: Awareness © struturesThis new doxasti ondition permits to weaken any form of logial omnisiene ; in par-tiular, our example shows how to model an agent who violates dedutive monotony.Example 3Let's onsider our example and stipulate that A(s1) = {p}. Then it is still the ase that Bpis true in s1, but not B(p ∨ q). This is represented in Figure 3.If one keeps the basi language LB(At), one obtains as axiom system a minimal epistemilogi whih eliminates any form of logial omnisiene:Minimal Epistemi Logi (FHMV 1995)(PROP) Instanes of propositional tautologies(MP) From φ and φ→ ψ infer ψ1.2.5 Non-standard struturesWe now swith to our last solution : the non-standard strutures, whih are sometimes alled"Kripke strutures with impossible states". Contrary to the two preeding solutions, neitherthe aessibility relation nor the doxasti ondition are modi�ed. What is revised is theunderlying state spae or, more preisely, the nature of the satisfation relation in ertainstates of the state spae.De�nition 8A non-standard struture is a 5-tuple M = (S, S′, π,R,�) where(i) S is a spae of standard states,(ii) S′ is a spae of non-standard states,(iii) R ⊆ S ∪ S′ × S ∪ S′ is an aessibility relation,(iv) π : Form(LB(At))× S → {0, 1} is a valuation on S(v) � is a satisfation relation whih is standard on S (reursively de�ned as usual) butarbitrary on S′In non-standard strutures, there are no a priori onstraints on the satisfation relationin non-standard states. For instane, in a non-standard state s′, both φ and ¬φ an be6
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Figure 4: Non-standard struturesfalse. For every formula φ, one might therefore distinguish its objetive informational ontent
[[φ]]M = {s ∈ S : M, s � φ} from its subjetive informational ontent [[φ]]∗M = {s ∈ S∗ =
S∪S′ : M, s � φ}. In spite of appearanes, this generalization of Kripke strutures is arguablynatural as soon as one aepts the possible-state analysis of beliefs. Reall that, aording tothis analysis,

• to believe that φ is to exlude that φ ould be false, and
• not to believe that ψ is not to exlude that ψ ould be false.In onsequene, aording to the possible-state analysis, to believe that φ but not to believeone of its logial onsequenes ψ is to onsider as possible at least one state where φ is true but

ψ false. By de�nition, a state of this kind is logially non-standard. Non-standard struturesis the most straightforward way to keep the possible-state analysis of beliefs6 .Example 4Let's onsider our example but add a non-stantard state in S′ = s5 ; we stipulate that M, s5p,but that M, s5 2 (p ∨ q). Then in s1, Bp is true but not B(p ∨ q). This is represented inFigure 4.1.3 The probabilisti aseMainstream deision theory is based on doxati models of partial beliefs, not of full beliefs.Hene weakenings of logial omnisiene in the framework of epistemi logi does not givediretly a way to weaken logial omnisiene that is appropriate for deision theorists. Theaim of this setion is to study the probabilisti extension of doxasti models without logialomnisiene.1.3.1 Probabilisti ounterpart of logial omnisieneFirst, we have to de�ne the probabilisti ounterparts of logial omnisiene. In the usual(non-logial) framework, if P is a probability distribution on S7, then the following propertiesare the ounterparts of logial omnisiene :- if E ⊆ E′, then P (E) ≤ P (E′),- if E = E′, then P (E) = P (E′).But to be loser to the preeding setion, it is better to work with an elementary8 logialversion of the usual probabilisti model : 7



De�nition 9Let L(At) a propositional language ; a probabilisti struture9 for L(At) is a 3-tuple
M = (S, π,P ) where(i) S is a state spae,(iii) π is a valuation,(iv) P is a probability distribution on S.We will say that an agent believes to degree r a formula φ ∈ Form(L(At)), symbolized by
CP (φ) = r, if P ([[φ]]M) = r10. We an state the preise probabilisti ounterparts of logialomnisiene:Proposition 2The following holds in probabilisti strutures :(i) dedutive monotony : if φ M-implies ψ, then CP (φ) ≤ CP (ψ).(ii) intensionality : if φ and ψ are M-equivalent, then CP (φ) = CP (ψ).One an hek that these are indeed the ounterparts of logial omnisiene by looking atthe limit ase of ertainty, i.e. of maximal degree of belief : (i) if an agent is ertain that φ andif φ M-implies ψ, then the agent is ertain that ψ as well ; (ii) if φ and ψ are M-equivalent,then an agent is ertain that φ i� he or she is ertain that ψ.Whih of the three solutions to hoose for this extension ?(a) First, we should eliminate neighbordhood strutures beause their power is limited:intensionality is a too strong idealization. This is espeially sensitive in a deision ontext,where, under the label of "framing e�ets", it is has been reognized for a long time thatlogially equivalent formulations of a deision problem ould lead to di�erent behaviors.(b) Seond, the extension of awareness © strutures seems intrisially triky. Suppose thatan agent believes φ to degree rφ and ψ to degree rψ with φ M-implying ψ and rφ > rψ.This is a failure of dedutive monotony. Now, in an analogous situation, the way awareness ©strutures proeed in epistemi logi is by "dropping" the formula ψ. Let's apply this methodto the probabilisti ase: we would say that an agent believes that φ to degree r if P ([[φ]]M) =
r and he or she is aware of φ. But no one ould model a situation like the preeding one:either the agent is aware of ψ and in this ase neessarily he or she believes that ψ to a degree
rψ ≥ rφ ; or he or she is not aware of ψ, and it this ase he or she has no degree of belieftoward ψ. This is not a knok-down argument, but it implies that if one wants to extendawareness © strutures, one has to sophistiate it substantially.() Lastly, the extension of awareness © struture is problemati in our perspetive, i.e. aperspetive of deision-theoreti appliation. To see why, let's notie that a riterion hoielike expeted utility might be seen as a funtion whose �rst argument is a doxasti modeland seond argument an axiologial model. If we would extend the awareness © strutures,the �rst value of an expeted utility riterion would not be any more a simple probabilitydistribution. Consequently, we should have to revise our hoie riterion. For sure, nothingpreludes suh a move, but simpliity reommends another tati.We are therefore left with non-standard strutures. Non-standard strutures do not su�erfrom the above mentioned troubles : they are as powerful as one an wish, the extension isintrisially simple and they should permit to keep usual hoie riterion when embedded in ahoie model. This is our motivation, but now we have to turn to positive arguments11.1.3.2 Non-standard impliit probabilisti struturesTo give the basi insights and show the fruitfulness of the proposition, we will ontinue toontinue to work in the elementary setting where no doxasti operators are in the objet-language. 8
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1/8Figure 5: Probabilisti non-standard struturesDe�nition 10Let L(At) a propositional language ; an non-standard impliit probabilisti struturefor L(At) is a 5-tuple M = (S, S′, π,�, P ) where(i) S is a standard state spae,(ii) S′ is a non-standard spae,(iii) π : Form(L(At))× S → {0, 1} is a valuation on S,(iv) � is a satisfation relation whih is standard on S but arbitrary on S′(v) P is a probability distribution on S∗ = S ∪ S′.As in the set-theoreti ase, one an distinguish the objetive informational ontent of aformula, ie the standard states where this formula is true, and the subjetive informationalontent of a formula, ie the states where this formula is true.To obtain the expeted bene�t, the non-standard probabilisti strutures should hara-terize the agent's doxasti state on the basis of subjetive informational ontent : an agentbelieves a formula φ to degree r, CP (φ) = r, if P ([[φ]]∗M) = r. It is easy to hek that, in thisase, logial omnisiene an be utterly ontrolled.Example 5Let's take the same spae state as in the preeding examples. Suppose that the agent hasthe following partial beliefs : CP (p) > CP (p ∨ q). This an be modelled in the followingway : S′ = {s5}, s5 ∈ [[p]]∗M but s5 /∈ [[p ∨ q]]∗M, P (s1) = P (s2) = P (s3) = P (s4)1/8 and
P (s5) = 1/2. This is represented in Figure 5.1.3.3 Speial topis : dedutive information and additivityThis extension of non-standard strutures is admittedly straightforward and simple. It givesimmediately the means to weaken logial idealizations. Furthermore, it opens perspetivesspei� to the probabilisti ase; two of them will be brie�y mentioned.Dedutive information and learning First, one an model the fat that an agentaquire not only empirial information but dedutive information; in non-standard strutures,this orresponds to the fat that the agent eliminates non-standard states.Let's ome bak to our generi situation. Suppose that our agent learns that φ implies ψ.This means that he or she learns that the states where φ is true but ψ false are impossible.This is equivalent to say that he or she learns the event9



I = S∗ − ([[φ]]∗M − [[ψ]]∗M)To be satisfying, suh a notion of dedutive information must respet a requirement ofompatibility between revising and logial monotony: if the agent learns that φ implies ψ andrevise his or her beliefs upon this fat, his or her new probability distribution should onformto logial monotony with respet to φ and ψ. One an hek that it is the ase with the mainrevising rule, i.e. onditionalization.Proposition 3If I is learned following the onditionalization, then dedutive monotony is regained, ie
CPI(φ) ≤ CPI(ψ).Example 6This an be heked in the preeding example : I = S = {s1, s2, s3, s4}. By onditionalization,
CPI(p) = 1/2 whereas CPI(p ∨ q) = 3/4.Additivity A seond topi is additivity. From a logial point of view, one an de�neadditivity as follows :De�nition 11
M is (logially) additive if, when φ and ψ are logially inompatible, CP (φ) + CP (ψ) =
CP (φ ∨ ψ).Additivity is of ourse the ore of the probabilisti representation of beliefs, and alternativerepresentations of beliefs depart often from probability on this point. For example, in theDempster-Shafer theory (Shafer (1976)), the so-alled belief funtion is superadditive (inour notation, CP (φ ∨ ψ) ≥ CP (φ) + CP (ψ)) whereas its dual, the plausibility funtion, issubadditive (CP (φ ∨ ψ) ≤ CP (φ) + CP (ψ)).A noteworthy aspet of probabilisti non-standard strutures is that the freedom of theonnetives' behavior in non-standard states permits us to have a very �exible frameworkwith respet to additivity : simple onditions on the onnetives imply general propertiesonerning additivity.De�nition 12Let M = (S,S′, π,�, P ) a non-standard probabilisti struture ; M is ∨-standard if forevery formulas φ, ψ, [[φ ∨ ψ]]∗M = [[φ]]∗M ∪ [[ψ]]∗M.This means that the disjontion behaves in the usual way in non-standard states ; a trivialonsequene of this is that the struture M is (logially) subadditive.Proposition 4If M is ∨-standard, then it is (logially) subaddditive.To be a little bit more general, one an onsider the (logial) inlusion-exlusion rule :

CP (φ ∨ ψ) = CP (φ) + CP (ψ) −CP (φ ∧ ψ)One an de�ne (logial) submodularity (resp. supermodularity or onvexity) as : CP (φ ∨
ψ) ≤ CP (φ) + CP (ψ) − CP (φ ∧ ψ) (resp. CP (φ ∨ ψ) ≥ CP (φ) + CP (ψ) −CP (φ ∧ ψ)).It's lear that to ontrol submodularity, we have to ontrol the onjuntion's behavior.De�nition 13Let M = (S, S′, π,�, P ) a probabilisti non-standard struture ;(i) M is negatively ∧-standard if for every formulas φ,ψ, when M, s 2 φ or M, s 2 ψ,then M, s 2 φ ∧ ψ.(ii) M is positively ∧-standard if for every formulas φ,ψ, when M, s � φ and M, s � ψ,then M, s � φ ∧ ψ. 10



Proposition 5Suppose that M is ∨-standard ;- if M is negatively ∧-standard, then submodularity holds.- if M is positively ∧-standard, then supermodularity holds.Proof : see the Appendix.1.3.4 Non-standard expliit probabilisti struturesImpliit probabilisti strutures are not very expressive ; to have a true analogon of epistemilogi, we have to start from an objet-language that ontains (partial) doxasti operator.Following R. Aumann (Aumann (1999)) and A. Heifetz and Ph. Mongin (Heifetz &Mongin(2001)), we onsider the operator La1213. The intuitive meaning of Laφ is: the agent believesat least to degree a that φ. Note that we add the usual symbols ⊤, ⊥: ⊤ is what the agentreognizes as neessarily true and ⊥ is what he or she reognizes as neessarily false.De�nition 14The set of formulas of an expliit probabilisti language LL(At) based on a set At of propo-sitional variables, Form(LL(At)) is de�ned by :
φ ::= p|⊥|⊤|¬φ|φ ∨ ψ|Laφwhere p ∈ At and a ∈ [0, 1] ⊆ Q.The orresponding strutures are an obvious extension of impliit non-standard strutures:De�nition 15A non-standard expliit probabilisti struture for LLa(At) is a 5-tuple M = (S, S′π,�

, P ) where(i) � is a satisfation relation s.t.(a) � is standard on S for all propositional onnetives(b) ∀s ∈ S, M, s � Laφ i� P (s)([[φ]]∗M) ≥ a() ∀s ∈ S ∪ S′, M, s � ⊤ and M, s 2 ⊥(ii) P : S∗ → ∆(S∗) assigns to every state a probability distribution on the state spae.In Aumann (1999), R. Aumann has failed to axiomatize (standard) expliit probabilis-ti strutures, but Heifetz & Mongin (2001) have reently devised an axiom system that is(weakly) omplete for these strutures. In omparison with epistemi logi, one of the prob-lems is that the adaptation of the usual proof method, i.e. the method of anonial models, isnot trivial. More preisely, in the epistemi logi's ase, it is easy to de�ne a anonial aes-sibility relation on the anonial state spae. This is not ase in the probabilisti framework,where strong axioms are needed to guarantee that. Fortunately, the non-standard struturespermit huge simpli�ations, and one an devise an axiom system that essentially mimis theMinimal Epistemi Logi above desribed.Minimal Probabilisti Logi(PROP) Instanes of propositional tautologies(MP) From φ and φ→ ψ infer ψ(A1) L0φ(A2) La⊤(A2+) ¬La⊥ (a > 0)(A7) Laφ→ Lbφ (b < a)The axiom's notation follows Heifetz & Mongin (2001) to failitate omparison. Axioms(A2) and (A2+) re�et our semanti for ⊤ and ⊥: the agent believes to maximal degree whathe or she onsiders as neessarily true and does not believe to any degree what he or sheonsiders as neessarily false. (A1) and (A7) re�et priniples spei� to the probabilistiase. Note that both bear on a single embedded formula φ: there is no doxasti re�etion ofa logial relation. They express something like a minimal metri of partial beliefs.11



If �NSEPS φ means that φ is true in every non-standard expliit probabilisti strutureand ⊢MPL φ that φ is provable in the Minimal Probabilisti Logi, then we are ready to stateour main result:Theorem 1 (Completeness of MPL)
|=NSEPS φ i� ⊢MPL φProof : see the Appendix.1.4 Insights into the deision-theoreti aseWe would like to end this paper by showing how to build hoie models without logialomnisiene, and whih are the hallenges raised by suh a projet.1.4.1 Choie models without logial omnisieneThe basi method to build a hoie model without logial omnisiene is to substitute one ofour non-standard strutures to the original doxasti model in the target hoie model. Wewill now show how this ould be done.One might generially see models of hoie under unertainty as based on

• a state spae S
• a onsequene funtion C : S × A→ C where C is a set of onsequenes
• a utility funtion u : C → R

• a riterion of hoieTo omplete the hoie model, one adds a distribution P on S for models of hoie underprobabilisti unertainty, and a set K ⊆ S of states ompatible with the agent's beliefs underset-theoreti unertainty.To rigourously extend non-standard strutures to hoie models, one should translate theabove desribed notions in a logial setting. But to give some insights, we will, on the ontrary,import non-standard strutures in the syntax-free framework of onventional deision theory.Let's have a look at the following, admittedly partiular, target situation : an agent knowsabstratly the onsequene funtion C, but, beause of limited omputational apaities,heor she is not able, at the moment of hoie, to perfetly infer from the hoie funtion theonsequene of eah ation at eah possible state. One an think about a lassi two-stateexample of insurane appliation 14. The onsequene funtion is
C(s1, x) = w − πx
C(s2, x) = y + x,where x, the hoie variable, is the amount of money spent in insurane, s1 the state withoutdisaster, w the wealth in s1, s2 the state with a disaster and y the subsequent wealth, and πthe rate of exhange. In this ase, a non logially omnisient with respet to the onsequenefuntion would be suh that he or she ignores the value of C for some arguments.A simple way to model this target situation would be the following one. Let's onsiderextended states w, whih are omposed of a (primitive) state s and a loal onsequene funtion

Cw : A → C: w = (s,Cw). The set of extended states is intended to represent the beliefs ofthe agent, inluding his or her logially imperfet beliefs. An extended state is standard if itsloal onsequene funtion is onform to the (true) onsequene funtion: Cw(a) = C(a, s) ;if not, it is non-standard.For instane, a logially imperfet agent ould not know what is the onsequene of ation
a in state s, thinking that it is possible that this onsequene is ci (let's say, the true one) or
cj . This situation would be modeled by building (at least) two extended states :

• wi = (s,Cwi
) where Cwi

(a) = ci, and
• wj = (s,Cwj

) where Cwj
(a) = cjA perfet logiian wouldn't have onsidered a possible state like wj . On this basis, onean build hoie models without the assumption of logial omnisiene:12



• in the ase of hoie under set-theoreti unertainty, if one takes the maximin riterion,for a belief set K ⊆W , the solution is :
Sol(A,S,W,C,C, u,K) = arg maxa∈Aminw∈K u(Cw(a))

• in the ase of hoie under probabilisti unertainty, if one takes the maximization ofexpeted utility riterion, for a probability distribution P on W , the solution is :
Sol(A,S,W,C,C, u, P ) = arg maxa∈A

∑
w∈W P (w).u(Cw(a))1.4.2 PerspetivesFrom the deision theorists point of view, the substitution we have just desribed is only a�rst step. Two fundamental questions remains.(a) First, there is the question of the axiomatization of the new hoie models, that islosely linked with the behavioral impliations of hoie models without logial omnisiene.In a reent paper, B. Lipman (Lipman (1999)) has remarkably takled this issue, advoatinga very similar approah. But the hoie model he uses is quite spei� (onditional expetedutility), and one would like to ompare hoie models based on non-standard strutures withthe savagean benhmark.More preisely, one would like to obtain a representation theorem à la Savage: de�neonditions on a preferene relation � suh that there exists (1) a spae of extended states W ,(2) a probability distribution P on W and (3) a utility funtion u suh that the preferenerelation ould be rationalized by the expeted utility de�ned over preeding notions.(b) Seond, the non-standard hoie models weakens only the ognitive assumptions of the(underlying) doxasti model. But there remains ognitive assumptions onerning the utilityfuntion and the hoie riterion. In the approah we just desribed, we still assume thatthe agent is able to assign a preise utility to eah onsequene c ∈ C and to alulate thesolution to its hoie riterion. Therefore, from the point of view of the bounded rationalityprogramm, our proposition is strongly inomplete.2 Tutorial 2 : Unawareness2.1 Introdution2.1.1 Intuitions and exampleWe studied in Tutorial 1 one the two main ognitive idealizations of urrent doxasti models.Let's turn now to the seond of these idealizations, namely full awareness. In this intro-dutory setion, I would like to give some insights on the intuitive phenomena that are thetarget of the literature on (un)awareness. Unawareness is not less easy to haraterize thanlak of logial omnisiene. Let's have a look at the explanations that an be given in one ofleading ontributions in the �eld, Modia & Rustihini (1999). Aording to them, there isunawareness exatly when

• there is �ignorane about the state spae�
• �some of the fats that determine whih state of nature ours are not present in thesubjet's mind�
• �the agent does not know, does not know that she does not know, does not know thatshe does not know that she does not know, and so on...�An example will probably make these insights learer. Suppose that, for the next holiday,Pierre plans to rent a house. And let's assume that, from the modeler point of view, thereare three main fators that are relevant for his hoie:
• p: the house is no more than 1 km far from the sea
• q: the house is no more than 1 km far from a bar
• r: the house is no more than 1 km far from an airport13



In this senario, it seems that there is an intuitive distintion between the two followingdoxasti situations. Situation (i): Pierre simply ignores r : he doesn't know whether thereis an airport no more than 1 km far from the house - there are both r-states and ¬r-stateswhih are epistemially aessible from his point of view. Situation (ii): Pierre doesn't ask tohimself : `is there an airport no more than 1 km far from the house?�In the situation (i), Pierre onsiders the possibility that r but is not in a position to believethat it is true. In situation (ii), the possibility that r is out of his mind.15 In our example,the state spae as seen by the modeler ould be this one:16
pqr p¬qr pq¬r p¬q¬r
¬pqr ¬p¬qr ¬pq¬r ¬p¬q¬rOn the other hand, our disussion suggests that the �subjetive state spae� as seen by Pierreould be this one:

pq p¬q
¬pq ¬p¬qNote that Pierre's subjetive state spae is obtained by fusion of some states in the mod-eler's state spae: a fusion between states that di�er only in the truth value they assign tothe formula the agent is unaware of - namely r. To put it in other words, the subjetive statespae is a less �ne-grained state spae.172.1.2 PriniplesLet's shift from examples to priniples. What are the intuitive properties of (un)awareness? Here are some intuitive properties that may be found in the literature (in what followsAφmeans �the agent is aware that φ and Uφ �the agent is unaware that φ):

Aφ↔ A¬φ (Symmetry)
A(φ ∧ ψ) ↔ Aφ ∧ Aψ
Aφ↔ AAφ (Self-Re�etion)
Uφ→ UUφ (U-introspetion)
Uφ→ ¬Bφ ∧ ¬B¬Bφ (Plausibility)
Uφ→ (¬B)φn ∀n ∈ N (Strong Plausibility)
¬BUφ (BU-introspetion)Those properties are attrative. Unfortunately, it has been reognized sine the end of thenineties that, in a framework like epistemi logi, it is not possible to devise a non-trivial(un)awareness operator that satis�es most of these properties. In partiular, in a ground-breaking paper, Dekel, Lipman & Rustihini (1998) show that it is impossible to have(i) a non-trivial awareness operator whih satis�es Plausibility, U-introspetion and BU-introspetion(ii) a belief operator whih satis�es either Neessitation or Monotoniity2.2 (Un)awareness in epistemi logiHow to irumvent the issue raised by the triviality results as the one mentioned above ? Theliterature has investigated two main ways of haraterizing the (un)awareness operator :(i) endogenous haraterization: in this ase, (un)awareness is de�ned in terms of beliefs.The basi idea is that to be aware of φ is to believe that φ or to believe that one doesnot believe that φ :

M, s � Aφ⇔ M, s � Bφ ∨ B¬BφThis approah is the one endorsed by Modia & Rustihini (1999) and Heifetz, Meier &Shipper (2006).(ii) exogenous haraterization: in this ase, (un)awareness is a primitive operator. Thisapproah is followed by Fagin and Halpern with their awareness © strutures (see aboveand Fagin & Halpern (1988), Fagin et al. (1995), Halpern (2001)):14



M, s � Aφ⇔ φ ∈ A(s)where A : S → ℘(L(At)) Fagin & Halpern (1988), Halpern (2001)The awareness © strutures have been presented in Tutorial 1. I will fous on the modelof Modia & Rustihini (1999), the GSM strutures.De�nition 16A GSM struture is a t-uple M = (S, S′, π,R, ρ)(i) S is a state spae(ii) S′ =
⋃
X⊆At S

′
X (where S′

X are disjoint) is a (non-standard) state spae(iii) π : At× S → {0, 1} is a valuation for S(iv) R : S → ℘(S′) is an aessibility orrespondene(v) ρ : S → S′ is a projetion s.t. (1) if ρ(s) = ρ(t) ∈ S′
X , then (a) for eah atomi formula

p ∈ X, π(s, p) = π(t, p) and (b) R(s) = R(t) and (2) if ρ(s) ∈ S′
X , then R(s) ⊆ S′

XNote that, in a GSM struture, eah state s is assoiated to a subjetive state spae S′
X .Furthermore, one an extend R and π to the whole state spae with π∗: if s′ ∈ S′

X , then
π∗(s′, p) = 1 i� (a) p ∈ X and (b) for all s ∈ ρ−1(s′), π(s, p) = 1.De�nition 17The satisfation relation for GSM-strutures is de�ned for eah s∗ ∈ S∗ = S∪S′ (Halpern's2001 version):(i) M, s∗ � p i� π∗(s∗, p) = 1(ii) M, s∗ � φ ∧ ψ i� M, s∗ � φ and M, s∗ � ψ(iii) M, s∗ � ¬φ i� M, s∗ 2 φ and either s∗ ∈ S, or s∗ ∈ S′

X and φ ∈ L(X)(iv) M, s∗ � Bφ i� for eah t∗ ∈ R∗(s∗), M, t∗ � φFrom the point of view of the general aim of this Tutorial, there is one thing that isneessary to remark at this point: GSM-strutures are nothing but a speial kind of non-standard strutures as de�ned in Tutorial 1. I will end the presentation of GSM strutureswith an example to illustrate how works this model.Example 7Let's suppose that the (objetive) state spae is based on the �nite language At = {p, q, r}.From the modeler point of view, the possible states are these one:pqr p¬qr pq¬r p¬q¬r
¬pqr ¬p¬qr ¬pq¬r ¬p¬q¬rLet's onsider a pointed GSM struture where the atual state is the state s = pqr (inbold) and let's assume that Pierre believes that p, does not know whether q and is unawareof r. Pierre's non-standard state spae Sp,q and aessibility orrespondene in s may berepresented as follows (aessible states in bold):pq p¬q

¬pq ¬p¬qThis situation an be expliitely artiulated with the onepts de�ning GSM-strutures:- the state pqr in projeted in the state pq: ρ(pqr) = pq- R(pqr) ⊆ SpqThe de�ning properties of the GSM-strutures imply the following propositions : if pqr and
pq¬r are projeted in pq, pqr and pq¬r agree on p and q; and if pqr and pq¬r are projetedin pq, R(pqr) = R(pq¬r).
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2.3 Unawareness and partialityOne of the ruial features of the de�nition of satisfation for GSM strutures is related tothe ase of negation (iii) : the truth-onditions for negated formulas introdues partiality. Asa matter of fat, if p /∈ X and s∗ ∈ S′
X then neither M, s∗ � p nor M, s∗ � ¬p. I will use

M, s∗ ⇑ φ to denote the fat that the formula φ is unde�ned at s∗, and M, s∗ ⇓ φ to denotethe fat that it is de�ned. One an show that the following fat is true :
M, s∗ ⇓ φ for s∗ ∈ S′

X i� φ ∈ L(X)As I said before, in GSM strutures, the (un)awareness operator is endogeneous : it isde�ned in terms of beliefs. Heifetz et al. (2006) proeeds in the same way in their multi-agentframework. It is signi�ant that both models are in general restrited to the partitional ase,i.e. to the ase where the aessibility relations are partitional. Atually, their haraterizationof (un)awareness seems to me satisfatory but only under this restrition. To put it in otherwords, when the relation of aessibility is no longer assumed to be partitional, this endogenousharaterization is no longer satisfatory: it is not robust under hange of the aessibilityrelation's properties.More preisely, in the general ase, it seems to me that- it is plausible that if Pierre is unaware of φ, he doesn't believe that φ nor believe thathe doesn't believe that φ (Uφ→ (¬Bφ ∧ ¬B¬Bφ)); but- it is not plausible that if Pierre doesn't believe that φ nor believe that he doesn't believethat φ, he is neessarily unaware of φ ((¬Bφ ∧ ¬B¬Bφ) → Uφ)The following example will support my laims.Example 8Suppose that
• the atual state s is projeted in s1 ∈ S′

{p,q}

• R(s1) = {s2, s3} (hene s2, s3 ∈ S′
{p,q} as well) ; R(s2) = {s2} ; R(s3) = {s3}

• M, s2 � ¬p, hene M, s2 � ¬Bp ∧B¬p

• M, s3 � p, hene M, s3 � BpIn this struture (whih is not partitional), it is the ase that M, s � ¬Bp ∧ ¬B¬Bp hene
M, s � Up. But, for instane, M, s � B(B¬p ∨ Bp). It is my ontention that the joint truthof M, s � Up and M, s � B(B¬p ∨Bp) is highly implausible.In reation to this issue, my proposal is the following one: to keep the underlying GSMstruture, but to hange the de�nition of (un)awareness. On whih basis to de�ne the(un)awareness operator ? It seems to me that the partiality stressed above is an intuiti-tive and reliable guide. If we onsider the initial example the intuition would be that thepossible states that Pierre oneives do not �answer� to the question �Is is true that r ?"whereas they answer to the questions �Is it true that p?" and �Is it true that q ?". In otherwords, the possible states that Pierre oneives make true neither r nor ¬r. This intuitionleads to a semanti haraterization of (un)awareness in termes of partiality :

M, s � Aφ i� ∃t ∈ R(s), M, t ⇓ φLet's all a P-GSM struture a GSM struture where the truth onditions of the un-awareness operator are given in terms of partiality. P-GSM strutures are my proposal fordealing with (un)awareness.Halpern (2001) relates GSM strutures and awareness © strutures. Atually, one obtainsa still loser onnetion with P-GSM strutures. Let's say that an awareness © struture
M = (S,R,A, π) is propositionally determined (pd) if (1) for eah state s, A(s) is generatedby some atomi formulas X ⊆ At i.e. A(s) = L(X) and (2) if t ∈ R(s), then A(s) = A(t).Proposition 6 (Halpern 2001 Thm 4.1)1. For every pd awareness © struture M there exists a P-GSM struture M′ based on thesame state spae S and the same valuation π s.t. for all formulas φ ∈ LBA(At) and eahpossible state s

M, s �a © φ i� M′, s �P−GSM φ 16



2. For every P-GSM struture M there exists a awareness © struture M′ based on thesame state spae S and the same valuation π s.t. for all formulas φ ∈ LBA(At) and eahpossible state s
M, s �P−GSM φ i� M′, s �a © φOne orollary of this Proposition is that the axiom system KX devised by Halpern (2001) issound and omplete for P-GSM strutures.system KX (Halpern 2001)(PROP) Instanes of propositional tautologies(MP) From φ and φ→ ψ infer ψ(A0) Bφ⇒ Aφ(K) Bφ ∧B(φ→ ψ) → Bψ(Gen) From φ infer Aφ→ Bφ(A1) Aφ↔ A¬φ(A2) A(φ ∧ ψ) ↔ (Aφ ∧Aψ)(A3) Aφ↔ AAφ(A4) ABφ↔ Aφ(A5) Aφ→ BAφ(Irr) If no atomi formulas in φ appear in ψ, from Uφ→ ψ infer ψ2.4 The probabilisti aseIn Tutorial 1 on logial omnisiene, we have seen that one the main advantages of theimpossible states approah is that it an be straightforwardly extended to the probabilistiase. In this setion, we will investigate a similar extension for the modeling of (un)awareness.2.4.1 Probabilisti (un)awareness, �rst attemptLet's begin with the most simple probabilisti extension of P-GSM struture :De�nition 18De�nition : an P-GSM expliit probabilisti struture for LLA(At) is a t-tuple M =

(S,S′, π, P, ρ) where(i) S is a state spae(ii) S′ =
⋃

Φ⊆At S
′
Φ (where S′

Φ are disjoint) is a state spae(iii) π : At× S → {0, 1} is a valuation for S(iv) P : S → ∆(S′)(v) ρ : S → S′ is a projetion s.t. (1) if ρ(s) = ρ(t) ∈ S′
Φ, then (a) for eah atomi formula

p ∈ Φ, π(s, p) = π(t, p) and (b) P (s) = P (t) and (2) if ρ(s) ∈ S′
Φ, then Supp(P (s)) ⊆ S′

ΦThe satisfation ondition for the probabilisti operator Laφ is the usual one :
M, s � Laφ ⇔ P (s)([[φ]]) ≥ aHow does suh a probabilisti system behave ? Prima faie, its behavior is quite satisfa-tory sine, for instane, the following proposition may be established:Proposition 7For all P-GSM expliit probabilisti struture M and all standard state s, unawareness pre-ludes positive probability:

M, s � Uφ→ ¬Laφ for a > 0

M, s � Uφ→ ¬La¬φ for a > 0

M, s � ¬LaUφ for a > 0 17



But some spei�ally probabilisti features indue highly ounter-intuitive onsequenes :Proposition 8For all P-GSM expliit probabilisti struture M and all standard state s, the followingformulas are satis�ed:
M, s � Uφ→ L0φ

M, s � Uφ→ L0¬φ

M, s � Uφ→ L1L0φ2.4.2 Probabilisti unawareness, seond attemptThe last Proposition shows that our �rst attempt to extend P-GSM strutures to the prob-abilisti ase is a failure: in this setting, if an agent is unaware of a formula φ, he believesto degree 1 that he believes at least to degree 0 that φ. It seems that we have lost the basiintuition aording to whih an agent is unaware of a formula if the possibility expressed bythis formula is �out of" his or her epistemi spae.Hopefully, we an improve this �rst attempt by modifying slightly not the de�nition ofP-GSM expliit probabilisti strutures but the satisfation ondition of the operator Laφ.This modi�ation onsists in a requirement: for an agent to believe at least to some degreethat φ, it is neessary that φ is de�ned in the possible states that are aessible to him or her.Formally:
M, s � Laφ ⇔ P (s)([[φ]]) ≥ a and M, ρ(s) ⇓ φWith this modi�ation, the probabilisti logi delivers muh more intuitive properties.Atually, one an show that all the properties that were intuitive in the epistemi ase an begiven a valid probabilisti ounterpart:Proposition 9For all P-GSM expliit probabilisti struture M and all standard state s, the followingformulas are satis�ed:

Aφ↔ A¬φ (Symmetry)
Aφ↔ AAφ (Self-Re�etion)
Uφ→ UUφ (U-introspetion)
Uφ→ ¬Laφ ∧ ¬La¬Laφ (Plausibility)
Uφ→ (¬La)

nφ ∀n ∈ N (Strong Plausibility)
¬LaUφ (LaU-introspetion)
L0φ↔ Aφ2.5 PerspetivesThere is two our mind four main issues to be explored onerning (un)awareness and morespei�ally probabilisti (un)awareness :(1) axiomatizing probabilisti (un)awareness(2) beoming aware(3) multi-agent unawareness(4) appliations to deision theory and game theoryI won't say anything onerning issues (3) and (4). Issue (1) onsists basially to ahievewith respet to P-GSM expliit probabilisti strutures what we have ahieved with respetto non-standard expliit probabilisti strutures: to devise an axiom system and prove aompleteness theorem. From a oneptual point of view the trikiest issue is undoubtedlyissue (2): how to model the fat that an agent beomes aware of something ? One ouldinformally think of the following proedure: if an agent beomes aware of r, then his or hersubjetive state spae is enrihed. Typially, he shifts from this �rst subjetive state spae:18



pq p¬q
¬pq ¬p¬qto this seond, more �ne-grained, subjetive state spae:

pqr p¬qr pq¬r p¬q¬r
¬pqr ¬p¬qr ¬pq¬r ¬p¬q¬rThe hard question is this one: how do evolve the beliefs of the agent from one statespae to the other? Things may look simple in the epistemi ase (full beliefs). If a statewas epistemially aessible initially, let's say pq, then the two possible states obtained bysplitting it (namely pqr and pq¬r) are epistemially possible after the agent has beame awareof r. This priniple of belief hange may be less innouous that it seems, but in any ase theruial di�ulty omes with the probabilisti ase. For suppose that we follow the samemethod. And let P (pq) be the initial probability on the state pq. Can we infer from P (pq)the new probabilities on states pqr and pq¬r? It seems to me that the answer has to benegative: there is hardly one prinipled way of re-alloating probabilities on suh states. Thenaive rule aording to whih the weight of state pq should be equally divided and re-alloatedto the two worlds won't do the job.3 AppendixProof of Proposition 5The proof deals only with the ase of submodularity ; the other is symetri. If [[φ]]∗ and

[[ψ]]∗ are disjoint, then by hypothesis [[φ∧ψ]]∗ = ∅. Therefore CP (φ∨ψ) = CP (φ)+CP (ψ)−
CP (φ ∧ ψ).It follows from the de�nition that if M, s � ψ ∧ φ, then M, s � ψ and M, s � φ (theonverse does not hold). In other words,(1) [[φ ∧ ψ]]∗ ⊆ [[φ]]∗ ∩ [[ψ]]∗.This implies that(2) P ([[φ ∧ ψ]]∗) ≤ P ([[φ]]∗ ∩ [[ψ]]∗).Sine M is ∨-standard, P ([[φ∨ψ]]∗) = P ([[φ]]∗) +P ([[φ]]∗)−P ([[φ]]∗ ∩ [[ψ]]∗). By (2), itfollows from this that

P ([[φ ∨ ψ]]∗) ≤ P ([[φ]]∗) + P ([[φ]]∗) − P ([[φ ∧ ψ]]∗). �Proof of Theorem 1
(⇒). Soundness is easily heked and is left to the reader.
(⇐). We have to show that |=NSEPS φ implies ⊢LPM φ. First, let's notie that theMinimal Probabilisti Logi (MLP ) is a "modal logi" (Blakburn, de Rijke & Venema (2001),191): a set of formulas (1) that ontains every propositional tautologies, (2) that is losedby modus ponens and uniform substitution. One an then apply the famous LindenbaumLemma.De�nition 19(i) A formula φ is deduible from a set of formulas Γ, symbolized Γ ⊢ φ, if there existssome formulas ψ1, ..., ψn in Γ s.t. ⊢ (ψ1 ∧ ... ∧ ψn) → φ.(ii) A set of formulas Γ is Λ-onsistent if it is false that Γ ⊢Λ ⊥(iii) A set of formulas Γ is maximally Λ-onsistent if (1) it is Λ-onsistent and (2) if it isnot inluded in a Λ-onsistent set of formulas.19



Lemma 1 (Lindenbaum Lemma)If Γ is a set of Λ-onsistent formulas, then there exists an extension Γ+ of Γ that is maximally
Λ-onsistent.Proof. See for instane Blakburn et al. (2001), p.199.De�nition 20Let φ ∈ L ; the language assoiated with φ, Lφ is the smallest sub-language that(i) ontains φ,⊥ et ⊤ ;(ii) is losed under sub-formulas(iii) is losed under the symbol ∼ de�ned as follows : ∼ χ := ψ if χ := ¬ψ and ∼ χ := ¬χ ifnot.18In the language Lφ, one an de�ne the analogon of the maximally Λ-onsistent sets.De�nition 21An atom is a set of formulas in formules de Lφ whih is maximally Λ-onsistent. At(φ) is theset of atoms.Lemma 2For every atom Γ,(i) there exists an unique extension of Γ in L, symbolized Γ+, that is maximally Λ-onsistent;(ii) Γ = Γ+ ∩ LφProof. (i) is an appliation of Lindenbaum Lemma. (ii) is implied by the fat that Γ ismaximally oherent. Suppose that there exists a formula ψ from Lφ in Γ+ but not in Γ, then
Γ+ woud be inonsistent, what is exluded by hypothesis.�Starting from atoms, one may de�ne the analogon of anonial strutures, i.e. strutureswhere (standard) states are sets of maximally Λ-onsistent formulas. In the same way, wewill take as anonial standard state spae the language's Lφ atoms.The hard stu� is the de�nition of the probability distributions. The aim is to maketrue in sΓ every formula Laχ in the atom Γ assoiated with the state sΓ. To do that, it isneessary that P (sΓ, χ) ≥ a ; this is guaranted if one takes for P (sΓ, χ) the number b∗ s.t.
b∗ = max{b : Lbχ ∈ Γ}. This an easily be done with non-standard states. It will be thease if (1) the support of P (sΓ, .) is inluded in the set of non-standard states, (2) P (sΓ, .) isequiprobable and (3) there is a proportion b∗ of states that make χ true.Suppose that I(Γ) is the sequene of formulas in Γ that are pre�xed by a doxasti operator
La ; for every formula, one an rewrite b∗(χ) as pi/qi. De�ne q(Γ) =

∏
i∈I qi ; q(Γ) will be theset of non-standard states in whih P (sΓ, .) will be inluded. If the i-st formula is χ, su�e itto stipulate that χ in the �rst pi×∏

q−i states. One may hek that the proportion of states
χ is true is pi/qi.De�nition 22The φ-anonial struture is the struture Mφ(Sφ, S

′
φ, πφ,�φ, Pφ) where(i) Sφ = {sΓ : Γ ∈ At(φ)}(ii) S′

φ =
⋃

Γ∈At(φ) q(Γ)(iii) for all standard state, πφ(p, sΓ) = 1 i� p ∈ sΓ(iv) for all non-standard state s, Mφ, s �φ ψ i�, if s ∈ q(Γ) and ψ is the i-st formula pre�xedby a doxasti operator in Γ, then s is in the pi × ∏
q−i �rst states of q(Γ)(v) Pφ(sΓ, .) is an equiprobable distribution on q(Γ)20



As expeted, the φ-anonial struture satis�es the Truth Lemma.Lemma 3 (Truth Lemma)For every atom Γ, Mφ, sΓ � ψ i� ψ ∈ ΓProof. The proof proeeds by indution on the length of the formula.(a) ψ := p ; follows diretly from the de�nition of πφ.(b) ψ = ψ1 ∨ψ2 ; by de�nition, Mφ, s �φ ψ i� Mφ, s �φ ψ1 or Mφ, s �φ ψ2. Case (b) willbe heked if one shows that ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Γ i� ψ1 ∈ Γ or ψ2 ∈ Γ. Let's onsider the extension
Γ+ de Γ ; one knows that ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Γ+ i� ψ1 ∈ Γ+ or ψ2 ∈ Γ+. But Γ = Γ+ ∩ Lφ and ψ,ψ1and ψ2 ∈ Lφ. It follows that sΓ |= ψ1 ∨ ψ2 i� ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Γ.() ψ = ¬χ. Mφ, s �φ ¬χ i� Mφ, s 2φ χ i� (by indution hypothesis) χ /∈ Γ. Su�e itto show that χ /∈ Γ i� ¬χ ∈ Γ. (i) Let's suppose that χ /∈ Γ ; χ is in Lφ hene, given theproperties of maximally Λ-onsistent sets, ¬χ ∈ Γ+. And sine Γ = Γ+ ∩ Lφ, ¬χ ∈ Γ. (ii)Let's suppose that ¬χ ∈ Γ ; Γ is oherent, therefore χ /∈ Γ.(d) ψ = Laχ ; by de�nition sΓ |= Laχ i� P (sΓ, χ) ≥ a. (i) Let's suppose that P (sΓ, χ) ≥ a; then a ≤ b∗ where b∗ = max{b : Lbχ ∈ Γ sine by de�nition of the anonial distribution,
P (sΓ, χ) = b∗. Now, let's onsider the extension Γ+ : learly, L∗

bχ ∈ Γ+. In virtue of axiom(A7) and of the losure under modus ponens of maximally Λ-onsistent sets, La ∈ Γ+. Giventhat by hypothesis Laχ ∈ Lφ, this implies that Laχ ∈ Γ. (ii) Let's suppose that Laχ ∈ Γ ;then a ≤ b∗ hene P (s, χ) ≥ a.�To prove ompleteness, we need a last lemma.Lemma 4Let At(φ) the set of atoms in Lφ ;
At(φ) = {∆ ∩ Lφ : ∆ is maximally oherent }.Proof. At(φ) ⊆ {∆ ∩ Lφ : ∆ is maximally oherent } follows from a preeding lemma.Let Γ+ a maximally onsistent set and Γ = Γ+ ∩ Lφ. We need to show that Γ is maximallyonsistent in Lφ. First Γ is onsistent ; otherwise, Γ+ would not be. Then, we need to showthat Γ is maximal, i.e. that for every formula ψ ∈ Lφ, if Γ ∪ {ψ} is onsistent, then ψ ∈ Γ.Let ψ suh a formula. Let's reall that Γ+ is maximally onsistent. Either ψ ∈ Γ+ and then

ψ ∈ Γ ; or ¬ψ ∈ Γ+ (elementary property of maximally onsistent sets) and, if ψ := ¬χ,
χ ∈ Γ+ as well. Hene, by de�nition of Lφ, χ or ¬¬χ ∈ Γ. But this is not ompatible withthe initial hypothesis aording to whih Γ ∪ {φ} is onsistent.�We an now �nish the proof : let φ a LPM -onsistent formula. Then, there exists amaximally LPM -onsistent set Γ+ whih ontains φ. Let Γ = Γ+ ∩Lφ. φ is in Γ therefore bythe Truth Lemma, φ is true in state sΓ of the φ-anonial struture. Then φ is satis�able. �Notes1One important exeption is Lipman (1999).2This formulation (the so-alled Bakus-Naur Form) means, for instane, that the propositionalvariables are formulas, that if ψ is a formula, ¬ψ too, and so on.3We have ontributed to this industry by defending the use of substrutural logis in ? ; thissetting is not tratable enough for the aim of the urrent paper.4This reuring example is not hosen for its ognitive realism, but beause it makes the omparisonof di�erent solutions easy.5What we all �awareness © strutures" is alled in the original paper �logi of general awareness".6For a more extensive defense of the solution, see Hintikka (1975) or, more reently, Barwise (1997).7In the paper, to avoid ompliations that are unneessary for our purpose, we suppose that S is�nite and that P is de�ned on ℘(S).8"Elementary" beause there is no doxasti operator in the objet-language.9See Fagin & Halpern (1991). For a reent referene on logial formalization of probabilistireasoning, see Halpern (2003). 21



10Note that CP (φ) = r is in the meta-language, not in the objet-language.11A similar idea has been defended a long time ago by I. Haking who talks about "personal possi-bility", by ontrast with "logial possibility". We won't develop the point here, but this ontributionan be seen as a formalization of Haking's insights.12Eonomists are leading ontributors to the study of expliit probabilisti strutures beause theyorrespond to the so-alled type spaes used in games of inomplete information, in the same way thatKripke strutures (with R as an equivalene relation). See Aumann & Heifetz (2002).13Note that another language is used by J. Halpern in Fagin & Halpern (1991) or Halpern (2003).14From Lippman & MCall (1981).15The idea is quite lose to the one expressed by Savage (1954) with the states of so-alled �smallworlds".16Here and beyond, I name the possible states by the atomi formula or negation of atomi formulathat are true in the states.17One again, the idea is already present in Savage (1954): �...a smaller world is derived from alarger by negleting some distintions between states�18See Blakburn et al. (2001), p.242.ReferenesAumann, R. (1999), `Interative knowledge', Internation Journal of Game Theory 28, 263�300.Aumann, R. & Heifetz, A. (2002), Inomplete information, in R. Aumann & S. Hart, eds,`Handbook of Game Theory', Vol. 3, Elsevier/North Holland, pp. 1665�1686.Barwise, J. (1997), `Information and impossibilities', Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logi38(4), 488�515.Blakburn, P., de Rijke, M. & Venema, Y. (2001), Modal Logi, Cambridge UP, Cambridge.Dekel, E., Lipman, B. & Rustihini, A. (1998), `Standard State-Spae Models Prelude Un-awareness', Eonometria 66(1), 159�173.Fagin, R. & Halpern, J. (1988), `Belief, Awareness, and Limited Reasoning', Arti�ial Intel-ligene 34, 39�76.Fagin, R. & Halpern, J. (1991), `Unertainty, Belief and Probability', Computational Intelli-gene 7, 160�173.Fagin, R., Halpern, J., Moses, Y. & Vardi, M. (1995), Reasoning about Knowledge, MIT Press,ambridge, Mass.Halpern, J. (2001), `Alternative Semantis for Unawareness', Games and Eonomi Behavior37, 321�339.Halpern, J. (2003), Reasoning about Unertainty, MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.Heifetz, A., Meier, M. & Shipper, B. (2006), `Interative unawareness', Journal of EonomiTheory 130, 78�94.Heifetz, A. & Mongin, P. (2001), `Probability Logi for Type Spaes', Games and EonomisBehavior 35, 34�53.Hintikka, J. (1975), `Impossible worlds vindiated', Journal of Philosophial Logi 4, 475�84.Lipman, B. (1999), `Deision Theory without Logial Omnisiene : Toward an AxiomatiFramework for Bounded Rationality', The Review of Eonomi Studies 66(2), 339�361.Lippman, S. & MCall, J. (1981), The Eonomis of Unertainty : Seleted Topis andProbabilisti Methods, in K. Arrow & M. Intriligator, eds, `Handbook of MathematialEonomis, Vol. I', Elsevier, pp. 210�284.Lue, R. & Rai�a, H. (1985), Games and Deisions. Introdution and Critial Survey, 2ndedn, Dover, New-York.Modia, S. & Rustihini, A. (1999), `Unawareness and Partitional Information Strutures',Games and Eonomi Behavior 27, 265�298.Savage, L. (1954), The Foundations of Statistis, 2nd edn, Dover, New York.Shafer, G. (1976), A Mathematial Theory of Evidene, Prineton UP, Prineton.Stalnaker, R. (1991), `The problem of logial omnisiene, i', Synthese 89.Stalnaker, R. (1998), Context and Content, Oxford Cognitive Siene, Oxford UP, Oxford.22
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